
What to expect from a Tagalong Adventure with Explore WA 

 

If you're looking for an adventurous way to explore the stunning landscapes 

of Western Australia, an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour might just be the 

perfect choice for you. This type of tour offers an exciting and immersive way to discover the 

region's natural beauty and unique attractions. Here's what you can expect on an Explore 

WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour. 

 

What is an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour? 

 

An Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour is a guided tour that takes you on an off-road 

adventure through regions across Western Australia often focussing on some of the most 

rugged and remote landscapes in Western Australia. You'll drive your own 4WD vehicle in a 

convoy with other tour participants, led by experienced guides who will provide you with all 

the necessary support, advice, and guidance throughout the journey. Learn as you go, join in 

the fun atmosphere & enjoy a supported trip that’s not too in your face – Its your holiday!  

 

What to expect on an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour? 

 

1. Incredible landscapes 

On an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour, you'll get to experience some of the most 

incredible landscapes that Western Australia has to offer. From vast deserts and rugged 

coastlines to ancient forests and towering mountain ranges, you'll get to explore the full 

range of the region's natural beauty on our custom trip routes. 

 

2. Expert guidance and support 

The tour guides on an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour are experienced and 

knowledgeable about the region's terrain, wildlife, and history. They'll provide you with all 

the necessary support and guidance to help you safely navigate through the challenging 

terrain and ensure that you get the most out of your adventure aiming to leave you with 

some extra knowledge about where you have been & how it came to be. 

 

3. Unique attractions 

Western Australia is home to a range of unique and fascinating attractions that are only 

accessible via 4WD. On an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour, you'll get to explore 

ancient Aboriginal rock art sites, hidden waterfalls and swimming holes, and even drive 



along WW2 Bomber base air strips. Whether it’s a short overnighter down south or a 17 day 

adventure in the desert regions, we design out trips to showcase great points of interest 

along the way.  

 

4. Wildlife encounters 

Western Australia is home to a diverse range of wildlife, including kangaroos, wallabies, 

emus, echidnas, and even whales and dolphins in the coastal waters. On an Explore WA 

4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour, you'll have plenty of opportunities to encounter these 

fascinating creatures in their natural habitat. Feeling brave? Take a walk at night to discover 

our nocturnal critters.  

 

5. Camping under the stars 

At the end of each day, you'll get to camp under the stars in some of the most beautiful and 

remote locations in Western Australia. Your tour guides will direct the group to a suitable 

camp, and you'll get to experience the joy of sleeping in the great outdoors under a million 

star sky, watch amazing sunset & sunrises & really unwind from the stresses of our busy 

lives.   

 

In conclusion, an Explore WA 4WD Adventure Tagalong Tour is a unique and immersive way 

to explore the stunning landscapes of Western Australia. With expert guidance, thrilling 

adventures, and unforgettable experiences, this type of tour offers a unique &  unforgettable 

way to discover the natural beauty of Western Australia and unique attractions of this 

incredible part of the world. Best of all its done in a relaxed manner, with no timetables or 

minute by minute schedules & a whole heap of laughs along the way.  

 

----------------------------- 

 

Communication on tour -  

 

All vehicles should have a two way radio. Some vehicles radios will be better at longer ranges 

than others but ordinarily, most people wont know their own radios capabilities until they 

meet a situation with a tagalong group. While we do deliver information & updates across 

the two way radio, don’t worry if you don’t get all the info. Arm yourself with a list of 

questions for our stops & the lead guide will also take opportunity to discuss & explain 

further information at these times, often pulling up to explain. Chit chat, banter & jokes are 

all welcome, just be mindful of your use of the radio in a convoy situation. Anyone with a 

particularly weak radio who would feel more confident up toward the front is welcome to do 

so – simply inform the guide.  



 

Sticking together –  

With a guide up front, its not always possible to see what is happening down the back. We 

keep amodest pace & the idea is that the group also maintains a safe & reasonable speed to 

travel together. Ideally you want to stick out of the harshest of dust, so some spacing 

between vehicles is important in some situations, like that of the Gibb River Road. We a 

huge believers in HEADLIGHTS ON at all times – being seen by others could mean the 

difference between a great holiday & one that’s unfortgettable for the wrong reasons.  

 

As a rule, don’t move around a corner until you can see the vehicle behind you in the convoy 

– this helps keep us all together. We also like to be able to maintain radio comms with “Tail 

end Charlie” which is whomever finds themselves at the back of the convoy.  

 

Whats the plan again?  

 

Sometimes there is a lot of information to take in, not to mention the view so Its 

understandable if you forget some of what you are in for. We will be taking the time to have 

morning meet up’s & usually around the fire each night we will cover off what is in store for 

the following day – not to mention discussing the days events.  

 

How is a Tagalong different to a bus tour? 

 

Tagalongs are less intrusive, allowing you the chance to enjoy more personal space with your 

own vehicle & sharing in the experience with a small group of other like minded people. 

Your guide is there as a support to keep the tour, guests & trip plan moving along nicely & 

will need to focus on the group as a whole while delivering the tour program.  

 

Firewood , whats the go?  

 

On most trips where we are able to collect, it is appreciated if all guests can pitch in to help 

source, stack or load some timbers. This can easily alternate amoungst the group throughout 

the trip. Some vehicles will be more suitable for carrying timber. Gloves are  a great idea.  

 

Medical issues , what happens?  

 

Our trip leaders have first aid training and supplies onboard. Please alert us to any medical 

incident, or if you feel ill so we can coordinate what response is necessary. While we know 

some people can act tough in the face of pain, please remember it can come back to bite – 

so we urge you to come forward with any medical issue before it has the chance to manifest.  

 

 

 



We hope this gives you a bit more of an idea on an Explore WA 4wd Adventure. Some of our 

adventures are run in conjunction with Kimberley Dreaming. As small business owners, Ben 

& Sally + us here at Explore WA are truly passionate about sharing the WA bush in a way 

that’s lost on the bigger adventure charters. We hope you enjoy what’s on show right across 

our offerings throughout Western Australia 

 
 



 


